
TRINITY 19 

It doesn’t always happen with our Readings. Today is a good 
example of how the first one is a commentary on the second. 

“The word of God is living and acCve, sharper than any two-
edged sword, piercing unCl it divides soul from spirit, joints 
from marrow; it is able to judge the thoughts and intenCons 
of the heart.” 

The anonymous rich man who kneels before Jesus is the sad 
Gospel figure who shows great enthusiasm for the Torah as 
well as the authority of his teacher. He has kept the 
commandments and, it seems, offended or hurt no-one. St 
Mark tells us that Jesus “looking at him, loved him and said…” 

It wasn’t a scenario from a high court, a baQle of the 
prosecuCon against any defence. But it was the most tesCng 
and personally demanding encounter. The quesCon is stark: 
‘Will you give up all your possessions and your clinging 
aQachment to them? Not surprisingly, he took his leave and 
the shock waves affected the disciples enough to make them 
feel guilty also; surely we react like them just as much today 
because the demands of Jesus are unreasonable. 

On our recent Quiet Day there was a reflecCve study of 
Scripture called ‘LecCo Divina’ when we were invited to go 
over the same passage three Cmes, slowly, though]ully, and 
imaginaCvely. Which part of the passage spoke to you most 
powerfully (we were asked) or which character could you 
relate best to, or which emoConal response of any character 
spoke to you most? If you were the devout person whose 



world view was that ‘being good’ or ‘being kind’ is all that is 
asked of us in this life, how would you feel if someone said to 
you directly, ‘That’s not enough, I expect more ?’ 

Perhaps there is something potenCally adversarial here. But 
that is not my understanding from our first reading’s lead, in 
Hebrews. The whole point of ‘LecCo Divina’ or any similar 
dedicated Cme to read and pray through Scripture, is to do 
just that! The words and acCons of Jesus so oben catch us 
unawares or challenge our sense of cosiness. They search us 
out because the thoughts and intenCons of our hearts maQer 
to God. 

The sacrament of reconciliaCon or confession so oben gets 
misinterpreted as a ‘Ccking off’ exercise by the priest to 
whom a parishioner has gone for counsel. It is nothing of the 
sort if you read our passage again and again from Hebrews. It 
is about knowing and receiving God’s conCnuing love and 
understanding and, yes, being reminded of the sheer wonder 
of personal forgiveness. 

We all surely need to “receive mercy and find grace” in our 
Cmes of need or weakness from the only source and 
wellspring there is, the same merciful God and Father of us 
all. The One who is living and acCve today wants us most of 
all to live faithfully and joyfully “for the sake of the good 
news.” 

SomeCmes we do have to take stock and think hard and 
change direcCon…how we care for the poor, how we serve 
our local community, and how we make sacrifices. But 



instead of thinking or saying that God’s demands are 
unreasonable, why not see them instead as God’s invitaCon 
to concentrate on using our gibs well, whatever our failings. 
Perhaps we can surprise ourselves how much we have to 
offer? Where your treasure is…there will your heart and 
intenCon be also.  

With a more anecdotal memory on the quesCon of riches, I 
deliberately asked a Franciscan to lead our Holy Week many 
years ago in a very wealthy Parish. We are so familiar with the 
brown habit with their Ced knots which represent their vows 
of poverty, chasCty and obedience. We are less familiar 
seeing them just wandering, purposefully, around the streets! 
But let me tell you, there was nothing senCmental about my 
guest who worked at and challenged our collecCve praying 
and reading and understanding of the Word. He challenged 
the extent of our pracCcal ChrisCan service too - to such an 
extent, that we were exhausted by the Cme Easter dawned! 
Perhaps that is the kind of push, encouragement and lead we 
need someCmes because it is a wonderful and liberaCng 
truth to know that “for God all things are possible” and we 
should rejoice that he values our finding the treasure and 
richness of heaven on earth. 


